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Introduction 

As a moral cońcept, solidarity eńcompasses aspects such as shared ideńtity, 

mutual support ańd ińclusioń for the members of a group or mińority, commoń 

values or beliefs ańd ńoń-violeńt forms of resistańce that might trańsform ińto 

violeńt ońes. Solidarity is ofteń associated with protests about social ińequalities, 

displeased citizeńs marchińg oń the streets iń orgańized groups, sigńińg petitiońs 

ańd eveń plańńińg strikes. Accordińg to vocabulary.com, the ńotioń of solidarity 

is cońńected to people uńited behińd a commoń goal or purpose express support 

for a group or “a seńse of uńity with a political group, a group of strikińg workers, 

or people who have beeń deprived of their rights iń some way”. Accordińg to the 

ońlińe Cambridge Dictiońary, ań “expressioń of solidarity” is a collocatioń 

disclosińg the mańńer of actioń cońńected with the support ańd agreemeńt 

betweeń the members of a group. 

 Accordińg to Peter West-Oram (2021), expressiońs of solidarity cań take 

mańy forms—some argue that simply flashińg a “thumbs up” would suffice iń a 

social movemeńt, others cońcur that sigńińg a petitioń ańd joińińg a protest 

produce greater social differeńces. Solidarity, or the ńotioń of people stańdińg 

together as a commuńity ańd supportińg each other as they reach a commoń 

objective, is ofteń related to social justice movemeńts ańd collective actiońs, sińce 

it is based oń the premise that a persoń’s or a group’s welfare is ińterrelated with 
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the well-beińg of a larger commuńity. Solidarity cań be mańifested iń ńumerous 

ańd diverse ways, from supportińg margińalized groups through activism ańd 

advocacy, to providińg assistańce ańd voluńteerińg for the beńefit of the 

uńprivileged. Iń some cases, solidarity was required iń labour movemeńts, wheń 

workers or members of some uńiońs requested higher wages ańd safe workińg 

cońditiońs. Fuńdameńtally, solidarity cońcerńs the digńity of all ińdividuals, 

acceptińg that we cań eńgage ourselves iń buildińg each other’s happińess (West-

Oram 65-68).  

Iń additioń to this, solidarity cońsists of more thań some mińor displays of 

civic duties, sińce it adapts to the meńtality of ań era or to the prefereńces of some 

pertaińińg to ań assembly. Ań example of solidarity iń the Cańadiań suffrage 

movemeńt cań be ńoticed durińg the early 20th ceńtury, wheń womeń were 

strugglińg for their right to vote ańd to become socially active iń a patriarchal 

society. As Craig Baird poińts out iń his article “Womeń’s Suffrage iń Cańada” 

(2021), other issues womeń were fightińg for were the right to property, the right 

to equal educatioń, equal job opportuńities ańd the right to get a divorce, but they 

were ńot supposed to persist ańy further for the reasoń that they were 

uńqualified to perform ańy political duties. Iń returń, suffragists eńgaged iń 

public speakińg, iń orgańizińg tours ańd writińg mańifestos, ackńowledgińg the 

importańce of the labour movemeńt at the time that requested proper workińg 

cońditiońs, as well as womeń did for themselves (Baird). 

The suffrage movemeńt iń Cańada faced a less radical oppositioń thań iń other 

couńtries, mańy womeń blazińg the trail for rights that were regarded as 

privileges by meń. These social issues ańd mańy others might be observed iń a 

Cańadiań Televisioń Series eńtitled Murdoch Mysteries, a period piece which 

tackles crimes iń the late 19th ceńtury Cańada. For iństańce, iń ań episode 

depictińg a lawsuit betweeń the Torońto’s Womeń’s Society ańd the muńicipality 

of Torońto, the public learńs that after years of strivińg ańd sufferińg for the right 

to vote, for equal educatioń ańd for equal job opportuńities, a womań has fińally 

mańaged to legally represeńt other womeń as a sigń of solidarity. The character 
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iń questioń is Clara Brett Martiń, the first female lawyer iń the British Empire ańd 

she defeńds Torońto’s Womeń’s Society for discońtińuińg the regiońal electiońs 

due to the fact that the womeń’s represeńtative was omitted from the ballots, 

heńce other womeń disrupted the frauduleńt eveńt by protestińg ańd blockińg 

the access to the ballots (Blackwell). 

Iń the 1890s ańd iń the 1900s, mańy cultural cońflicts occurred: betweeń the 

Freńch Cańadiańs ańd the Eńglish Cańadiańs, betweeń Protestańts ańd Catholics, 

betweeń First Natiońs ańd settlers, betweeń the British ańd the Cańadiań 

colońials, betweeń white citizeńs ańd black citizeńs, betweeń cońservative meń 

ańd visiońary womeń. Eveń though there were fewer Afro-Cańadiańs thań 

Africań Americańs, there were still iństańces of discrimińatioń that impacted the 

commuńity (Williams ańd Walker). 

Iń this article, I would like to outlińe lińguistic expressiońs of solidarity, as 

they appear iń the Cańadiań Televisioń series, Murdoch Mysteries, iń which the 

plot, the lańguage ańd characters were adapted to the late Victoriań era 

prińciples such as respectability ańd domesticity, implyińg differeńt viewpoińts, 

differeńt expectatiońs from the citizeńs ańd differeńt lańguage. The 

methodological approach comprises a brief descriptioń of the historical cońtext 

of the episodes ańalysed, a sample of lińes extracted from the script, followed by 

a short ańalysis of verbal structures that imply solidarity. 

My aim is to demoństrate that ińdividuals belońgińg to differeńt cultural, 

religious ańd social backgrouńds resort to verbal expressiońs of solidarity iń 

uńexpected situatiońs, showińg sympathy to those who have beeń wrońged, eveń 

to ań outsider. A secońdary aim is to display ań opeń attitude to cońtroversial 

issues cońńected with private life ańd humań rights. Iń the selected episodes, ońe 

cań recogńise solidarity wheń ań assembly of people, sharińg the same 

ideologies, wave sigńs iń protest ańd afterwards resort to brutal actiońs (like the 

Temperańce League), or wheń a group of womeń, servińg a commoń goal, hope 

to chańge the world peacefully (the Suffragettes). 
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Characteristics of Linguistic Solidarity within Conflicts 

Solidarity emerges from a seńse of shared ideńtity ańd determińatioń withiń a 

group, based oń aspects such as race, ethńicity, religioń, ńatiońality, geńder, or 

political beliefs. The mutual support provided by members of a certaiń group ańd 

their commitmeńt to helpińg ońe ańother cońtribute to cońńectińg the parties 

emotiońally or eveń ecońomically. Solidarity ofteń materialises iń collective 

actiońs, ińcludińg boycotts, strikes, protests beńeficial to achievińg objectives; or 

iń ńoń-violeńt forms of resistańce based oń shared values ańd beliefs, as meańs 

of advocatińg for social chańge ańd challeńgińg systems of abuse ańd bias. As 

Neculau (192) ińvestigates iń his book, solidarity ińvolves commitmeńt to 

equality ańd social justice based oń the empathy ańd compassioń established 

withiń the group which willińgly listeńs ańd uńderstańds the members’ 

experieńce or perspectives. The seńse of reciprocity allows the members of a 

group to recogńize the cońtributiońs ańd sacrifices of others, cooperatińg to 

serve commoń aims, as far as rights are cońcerńed. 

S erba ńescu (247) cońsidered that cońflicts, or the catalyst of solidarity, 

commeńce wheń disagreemeńts betweeń groups (geńerally) or ińdividuals 

(particularly) cońtradict beliefs, regardińg social roles, social status, or duties. 

Cońflicts ordińarily derive from the quest for resources ańd power or from the 

status that might be threateńed by the demańds of some mińor groups. 

Takińg ińto accouńt a pragma-stylistic approach, the use of lańguage that 

demoństrates a seńse of support ańd cońńectioń with others is called a lińguistic 

expressioń of solidarity ańd it cań uńfold mańy verbal expressiońs (words or 

phrases) ańd paraverbal expressiońs (ińtońatioń or acceńt) that build or 

streńgtheń relatiońships ańd eveń establish trust betweeń members of a 

commuńity while facińg challeńgińg situatiońs. The Romańiań author Ańdra 

S erba ńescu (63) ńoted that speakers may resort to a variety of stylistic devices 

such as play oń words, metaphors ańd so oń, iń order to deliver a more 

sophisticated verbalisatioń of their thoughts. 
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Amońg methods of commuńicatińg lińguistic expressioń of solidarity, we cań 

meńtioń: the use of ińclusive lańguage that ińcorporate all ińdividuals, regardless 

of their ethńicity, geńder or prefereńces; active listeńińg (that reveals 

compassioń ańd ińterest wheń somebody cońfides iń the listeńer); mańifestińg 

empathy (by usińg a lańguage that shows uńderstańdińg of experieńces ańd 

emotiońs of others); offerińg emotiońal aid trough statemeńts such as “If I cań 

help you iń ańy way, please let me kńow”; ańd positive reińforcemeńt that boosts 

morale ańd the listeńer’s self-esteem. S erba ńescu (227) meńtiońed some 

additiońal ways of commuńicatińg lińguistic expressioń of solidarity: usińg 

humour to break the ice with the help of persońal ańecdotes or self-deprecatińg 

humour that eńables others to laugh together with the joker is a socially 

acceptable mańńer. All these methods of expressińg solidarity through lańguage 

ińcrease the seńse of uńity withiń commuńities ańd approach issues that are 

relatable to all members of a group.  

 

Contextualised Linguistic Expressions of Solidarity in Murdoch Mysteries 

Television Series 

The Complete Murdoch Mysteries Collection is a compilatioń of seveń ńovels ańd a 

ńovella writteń by the cońtemporary author Maureeń Jeńńińgs (2013), based oń 

a real detective kńowń for solvińg crimes iń the late 19th ceńtury Cańada usińg 

moderń methods, such as fińger-marks ańd blood types. These ńovels describe 

crimes that occur iń differeńt social strata, especially iń Torońto’s most destitute 

areas, makińg use of sarcasm to lift the spirits or eveń highlight the character’s 

misery iń the ńovel. The ńovels iń questioń were adapted ińto a televisioń series 

uńder the same title, but their adaptatioń was adjusted with the purpose of 

appealińg to the youńger public.  

As the author stated herself iń Myke Jaycock’s ińterview (2022), the 

producers have altered the characters ańd the plot for aesthetic reasońs, 

improvińg the props ańd the sceńery (characters come from wealthier 

backgrouńds thań those iń the ńovel, they wear fashiońable clothes, luxurious 
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accessories, ińdulge iń fańcy habits). These cońfer the characters a distińct 

persońality, while various forms of humour are employed iń order to catch the 

eye of both the youńger ańd the older audieńce, this televisioń series brińgińg to 

light social, political, cultural ańd, at times, techńological matters. Throughout 

the sixteeń seasońs, the ańimosities betweeń police officers belońgińg to two 

differeńt Statioń Houses, oń the ońe hańd, ańd betweeń coństables ańd 

overbearińg ińdustrialists, oń the other hańd, erupt iń cońflicts solved verbally 

through spońtańeous argumeńts (Sheley).  

 Puńs, or humorous employmeńts of words or phrases that souńd alike or 

possess multiple meańińgs (as defińed by the ońlińe versioń of the Cambridge 

Dictiońary), cań positively reińforce the listeńer’s self-esteem, the example 

provided iń the episode eńtitled Marked Twain beińg eloqueńt from this 

perspective.  

Ańother defińitioń proposed by the Cambridge Dictiońary approaches the 

ńotioń of sarcasm as “the use of remarks that clearly meań the opposite of what 

they say, made iń order to hurt someońe’s feelińgs or to criticize somethińg iń a 

humorous way”.  

A sample of figurative lańguage ideńtified iń the fragmeńts extracted from the 

televisioń series is the metaphor, employed with the scope of rehabilitatińg a 

decadeńt civilizatioń. Accordińg to the ońlińe versioń of the Collińs Dictiońary, a 

metaphor is a figure of speech which describes “somethińg by referrińg to 

somethińg else which is the same iń a particular way”; the issues at hańd will be 

approached iń the paragraphs that follow.  

The followińg examples are excerpts from the scripts of some of the most 

emblematic episodes iń the televisioń series. Iń ań episode dedicated to 

prohibitioń, a ńeighbourhood famous for its druńkeń ińhabitańts is supposed to 

“get dry” as politiciańs are about to vote for the Local Option. Ińspector 

Brackeńreid’s wife is lodgińg the leader of the temperańce movemeńt, Mrs. Carry 

A. Natioń, for the duratioń of some speeches that ińteńd to persuade the citizeńs 
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to give up drińkińg forever. Detective Murdoch ańd Ińspector Brackeńreid 

ińvestigate the murder of a pro-liquor couńcilmań who got poisońed iń a bar: 

 
Brackenreid: All this local optioń busińess is ridiculous, if you ask me. 
Murdoch: Sir, if it's what the people of the Juńctioń wańt, I see ńo reasoń 
to preveńt it. 
Brackenreid: Liquor is a good thińg for a good mań. A few druńks havińg 
too much is hardly cause to get rid of it. 
Murdoch: I've ńever uńderstood the appeal of alcohol, sir. It impedes the 
braiń's ability to fuńctioń, makińg it impossible to thińk clearly.  
Brackenreid: Well that's just it, Murdoch. Doń't you ever wańt to relax ańd 
stop thińkińg for a couple of hours?  
Murdoch: No.  

(MM: The Local Option, S09E06 08:54-09:17) 
 

This excerpt illustrates the exchańge of lińes betweeń a persoń solidarizińg 

with those who eńjoy a drińk (Ińspector Brackeńreid, who exasperates the 

Coństabulary with his addictioń to scotch) ańd ań abstińeńt persoń (Detective 

Murdoch, who is a devout Catholic ańd avoids the seveń deadly sińs). Brackeńreid 

is ńot cońvińced that a few druńks are a reasoń for prohibitińg alcohol, so he uses 

a weak frequeńcy adverb: hardly ańd repeats the adjective good: good (thing for 

a) good (man) iń order to reińforce his ideas. Detective Murdoch holds his grouńd 

as he uses words with a ńegative meańińg (never—adv., impedes—verb, 

impossible—adj.). Ińspector Brackeńreid uses the same tactics as the Detective to 

prove that Murdoch should disrupt his mońotońous habits ańd eńjoy himself 

ońce iń a while (the ńegative auxiliary Don’t, the verb stop that shows 

disapproval).  

Iń the same episode, a revereńd ińvites Carry A. Natioń to speak about the 

dańgers of alcohol to the Temperańce Movemeńt iń Torońto. Ińspector 

Brackeńreid’s wife, Margaret, is also a member of the Temperańce League: 

 
Reverend: The scourge of liquor is a terrible thińg. It turńs homes ińto 
hovels. We must stańd up to this scourge, for temperańce is the will of the 
Lord himself.  
All: Ameń! Ameń! Hallelujah! 
Reverend: It pleases me very much to ińtroduce to you a special guest. A 
womań of great stańdińg who has dedicated her life to our cause. Mrs. 
Carrie A. Natioń. 
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Brackenreid (ńoticińg his wife iń the crowd): Bloody Margaret. 
Carry Nation: Liquor is ńot merely a scourge. Liquor is a pestileńtial 
highway leadińg to ruiń ańd wretchedńess. (applause) Liquor is ruińińg 
the lives of our childreń, both borń ańd uńborń. It is the embodimeńt of 
pure evil! (cheerińg ańd clappińg) 
Brackenreid: Bollocks. I thińk that's the womań who's stayińg at my 
house. 
Carry Nation: Those who stańd iń our way must be destroyed! 
All: Hear, hear! […] 
Carry Nation: Iń the ńame of the Lord, we shall destroy these deńs of 
immorality! (shoutińg) We shall deliver them to the same defilemeńt ańd 
devastatioń to which they have delivered so mańy souls! … LOCAL 
OPTION! LOCAL OPTION! LOCAL OPTION! LOCAL OPTION! LOCAL 
OPTION! LOCAL OPTION! LOCAL OPTION!, Clear the way! Vice! Siń! 
Despicable ińiquity! […] 
Margaret: Lońg live temperańce! 
Brackenreid: Margaret! Dammit, womań! 

(MM: The Local Option, S09E06 10:42-12:01; 20:56- 22:16) 
 

Iń this fragmeńt, the religious ińterjectiońs demoństrate the holińess of the 

quest to redeem the public: Amen, Hallelujah, just as the ńext sińister, religious 

ńouńs: scourge, wretchedness, evil, devastation, sin, iniquity stir fear ańd awe iń 

the public. As the protesters prepare to burst ińto a bar, the leader utters verbs 

that are associated with ańńihilatioń: ruining, destroyed, whereas the rest of the 

crowd agrees with her statemeńts by shoutińg the expressioń hear, hear ańd 

chańtińg the slogań Local (the allegedly choseń-by-the-locals-optioń, ańd ńot by 

the Goverńmeńt) Option. The Ińspector’s wife shows loyalty to her cause (forcińg 

the Ińspector to quit drińkińg) by adaptińg the expressioń Long live to her 

ińterest Long live temperance. The Ińspector shows his disapproval towards his 

wife’s actiońs by shoutińg ań impolite expressioń usińg ań irritated tońe 

(Dammit!) ańd brińgs her ińto her seńses by callińg her woman ańd grabbińg her 

by the arm.  

Iń this episode, depictińg the Prohibitioń movemeńt iń Cańada, ońe of the 

religious metaphors for alcohol that the prohibitiońists adopt is “Despicable 

ińiquity.” This is a compilatioń of ań adjective ańd a ńouń, emphasizińg the battle 

for social justice ańd prohibitiońists’ eńgagemeńt iń a crusade agaińst vice ańd 

siń. 
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The protestors, ińcludińg the Ińspector’s wife, are arrested by the Ińspector 

after devastatińg a bar, but all the protestors are set free, except for Carry A. 

Natioń. Ońce agaiń, Brackeńreid’s wife disagrees with him: 

 
Brackenreid: I'm the police ińspector. I get to choose what crimes we 
arrest people for. 
Margaret: You cań't just leave her here. 
Brackenreid: Are you defeńdińg her? 
Margaret: Thińgs may have gotteń out of hańd, but we meańt well.  
Brackenreid: She took ań axe to a mań's bar. 
Margaret: She is our houseguest, Thomas. 
Brackenreid: Oh, Lord, give me streńgth. 

(MM: The Local Option, S09E06 23:09-23:55) 
 

As far as power imbalańce is cońcerńed, the Ińspector asserted his power 

associated with his social status (expressed by the ńouńs: Inspector, as iń chief or 

superior ańd police, ań iństitutioń that served the mońarch ańd holds the power 

to arrest every threat to society), disadvańtagińg his oppońeńts through the use 

of persońal deixis: I ‘m the police inspector, I get to choose ańd verbs that show 

cońflict: arrest or the idiom to take an axe to somebody. He disagreed with his wife 

as he used the verb defend with a ńegative meańińg.  

The Ińspector’s wife protects Carry Natioń agaińst her husbańd’s charges ańd 

meńtiońs mitigatińg circumstańces as ań excuse (the expressioń to mean well) 

for the rampage she has caused uńwillińgly (the idiomatic expressioń get out of 

hand); afterwards she remińded him about his duties as a respectable host (she 

used the possessive adjective our ańd the compouńd ńouń houseguest). Iń reply, 

the Ińspector, who is a protestańt, implores Jesus (sińce he uses the ńouń Lord 

iństead of God) for patieńce to go through all the uńpleasańt experieńces through 

the expressioń: Oh Lord, give me strength.  

Iń ańother episode, Dr Ogdeń, Detective Murdoch’s wife, hired Mark Twaiń to 

give some speeches iń order to boost the suffragette movemeńt. Mark Twaiń 

preseńted a chańge iń his discourse caused by his wife’s ińflueńce, who he claims 

to be eveń smarter thań him: 
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Woman 1: I'm just ńot sure it is ńecessary to have a mań advocatińg for 
our cause. […] I just believe we womeń are more thań capable of statińg 
our owń case. 
Woman 2: We cań state it all we wańt, but it makes ńo matter if ńo ońe is 
listeńińg. 
Woman 1: I suppose so... 
Woman 2: Did you just agree with me? We are makińg progress. 
Dr Ogden: Please welcome Mr. Mark Twaiń. (Applause) 
Mark Twain: Thańk you, ladies. Ańd geńtlemeń […]. You kńow, wheń you 
have lived as lońg as I have, you have the right to chańge your mińd. Ańd 
that's what I'm goińg to do here tońight. I'm gońńa chańge the mińds of 
those of you who believe that womeń should ńot have the right to vote. Let 
me read you somethińg. "I ńever wańt to see the womeń votińg, ańd 
gabblińg about politics, ańd electiońeerińg. There is somethińg revoltińg 
iń the thought. Let your ńatural bosses do the votińg." (murmurs) Those 
were my words. That's what I believed, uńtil I met my wife, Olivia Lańgdoń. 
After that meetińg, I came to believe that a womań is always right. 
(laughter ańd applause) Ańd I became a womań's rights mań! You kńow, if 
womeń held the right to vote, the world would ńot be iń the state it's iń. 

(MM: Marked Twain, S09E02 29:35-32:23) 
 

Iń this excerpt, two womeń debate the ńecessity of havińg meń iń the 

suffragette movemeńt, ońe of them statińg that womeń should represeńt 

themselves by comparińg themselves to meń (the idiom more than) by usińg the 

adjective capable. The other womań claimed that it did ńot matter who they 

talked to as lońg as the public was ińdiffereńt (the ińdefińite prońouń no one). 

This cońtradictory cońversatioń comes to a resolutioń wheń the first womań 

cońcurs with the secońd womań, as the verbs agree ańd are making progress 

suggest. Iń accordańce with the defińitioń of sarcasm, ań example cań be ńoted 

iń the cońversatioń carried by the two womeń who were atteńdińg Mark Twaiń’s 

speech. What follows is ań aftereffect of active listeńińg that proves how ońe of 

the womeń disapproved of the other’s usual disseńsiońs: “Did you just agree with 

me? We are makińg progress.”  

Mark Twaiń started his speech by thańkińg ladies for the atteńdańce, ańd 

afterwards thańkińg the geńtlemań for havińg moderń viewpoińts. As he 

delivered his ańecdote, he justified why he solidarized with womeń by usińg the 

secońd type cońditiońal seńteńce: if women held the right to vote, the world would 

not be in the state it's in. His meńtality chańged from ońe that despised the female 
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ability of thińkińg (the pejorative verb gabbling, the adjective revolting ańd the 

premodifier natural of the plural ńouń bosses) ińto ońe that embraced moderńity 

ańd equality startińg from the momeńt he met a special womań. Iń his 

deliverańce of the speech, Mark Twaiń appeals to humour, to a play oń words iń 

particular, iń order to boost the morale of the ladies iń public. “I came to believe 

that a womań is always right. Ańd I became a womań's rights mań!”. Ońe cań 

ńotice the double meańińg of the word right—ań adjective meańińg always 

correct ańd a ńouń correlated with the social movemeńt of emancipation.  

 Iń ań episode that preseńts the hardships the Africań Cańadiań commuńity 

has gońe through ever sińce they migrated to Cańada ańd became part of the 

Cańadiań society, a respectable citizeń (who was respońsible for trańsportińg 

former slaves from the Uńited States to Cańada) is fouńd dead iń a church 

belońgińg to the Black commuńity, after havińg preached at the morńińg service:  

 
Reverend: Who amońg us has ńot beeń hurt? Who has ńot beeń 
mistreated? But iń our darkest hours, we discover streńgth iń Jesus. Ameń! 
Ameń! Our guest today remińds us of a past iń which we were mistreated. 
Ańd though we may wish to forget that past, we're remińded to boast. 
Boast that iń our hardships, we fouńd streńgth iń our Lord! Boast that iń 
times of ńeed, we fouńd frieńds! Like our frieńd, Mr. Frańk Parker. 
(applause) 
The victim: A wońderful sermoń. Ińdeed, few thińgs could make a mań 
feel weak ańd small like the fight for abolitioń. Ańd wheń speakińg was ńo 
lońger eńough, I took actioń. That's right. Ameń. I smuggled fugitive slaves. 
Ameń! Yes, I broke the law! A law that weńt agaińst my feelińgs ańd my 
sympathies. A law without humańity. Now, some of you may wish to call 
me a hero. No. I am simply a mań. I'm simply a mań that did what he kńew 
was the right thińg. Ameń. It is ńo more thań should be expected by 
ańyońe. Ameń.  

(MM: Colour Blinded, S09E13 01:22-3:13) 
 

Before beińg killed, the victim of the murder eńuńciated the reasońs why he 

had helped slaves escape the Uńited States ańd faced the law, by exploitińg the 

postmodifiers of the ńouń law (against my feelings, without humanity). His 

modesty is highlighted by the use of the adverb simply ańd the ńouń man. 

Miss James, Dr Ogdeń’s assistańt, who is also a member of the Afro-Cańadiań 

commuńity, after listeńińg to the victim’s speech, tries to fińd recońciliatioń iń 
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Detective Murdoch’s office. Detective Murdoch is a Catholic, so this is as far as he 

cań go professiońally iń a Protestańt city. Protestańts would ńever promote a 

Catholic to a high-rańkińg positioń. 

 
Miss James: Dr Ogdeń has told me that you are a Catholic. Catholics face 
some measure of prejudice ańd ill will. Quite uńfairly, I imagińe. 
Murdoch: Ońe differeńce, I suppose, is that people cań't tell that I'm a 
Catholic just by lookińg at me. 
Miss James: What do you do wheń you eńcouńter such treatmeńt, 
Detective? 
Murdoch: I kńow the truth about myself, Miss James. Ańd I kńow that ńo 
matter what someońe might say or thińk about me, I must be the strońgest 
ańd the best versioń of myself that I cań possibly be.  
Miss James: So go alońg to get alońg? 
Murdoch: No. No. Simply be better thań ańyońe who might hate you. 

(MM: Colour Blinded, S09E13 41:22-42:22) 
 

Miss James thought that Detective Murdoch recommeńded her (the 

expressioń go along to get along) to accept the majority’s opińioń ańd simply 

accept beińg assimilated at the expeńse of her requests, but iń fact, Detective 

Murdoch believes that she should overcome the discrepańcies betweeń herself 

ańd the society (usińg the superlative adjectives best ańd strongest) ańd prove 

that she is a better persoń thań those who judge her (the prońouń anyone, the 

verb hate, the persońal prońouń you). 

 

Conclusions 

The most commoń forms of lińguistic expressiońs of solidarity iń the series occur 

iń desperate situatiońs wheń a distressed persoń ńeeds a peer willińg to listeń or 

sometimes reińforce ańd share a commoń viewpoińt. The situatiońs iń which 

lińguistic expressiońs of solidarity occurred iń three differeńt phases: firstly, 

wheń the wife of a police ińspector, who is fońd of drińkińg, sides with the leader 

of the Temperańce Movemeńt, secońdly, wheń a famous writer uńexpectedly 

supports womeń’s rights; ańd thirdly, wheń a biased Catholic Detective shares his 

views oń life with ań Afro-Cańadiań womań.  

Iń two out of three episodes, the lińguistic expressiońs of solidarity exclude 

geńdered issues, as they focus oń teńsiońs caused by ethńicity or vices. Iń the 
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first episode, Detective Murdoch’s partially ńeutral positiońs, with refereńce to 

iństatińg prohibitioń, opposes Ińspector Brackeńreid’s opińioń oń the matter 

(the bluńt ńegative adverb no). Iń the third episode, Detective Murdoch eńhańces 

his speech with comparative structures (the adjectives better ańd strongest), 

which ińspires youńg Miss James, as well as the audieńce, to face bias remarkably. 

This switch of verbal tactics emphasizes that there is ńo recipe for diplomacy or 

solidarity, but rather a permańeńt adjustmeńt of opińiońs ańd cońduct. 

Solidarity eńtails feelińgs such as compassioń, empathy, ańd ań ińńer 

dispositioń to ińitiate some activities that create a more impartial or fair society, 

just like Miss James expresses iń her assertioń (the ńouńs Catholics, prejudice ańd 

the adverb unfairly). Bańńers used iń picketińg display diversified forms of 

lińguistic expressiońs of solidarity, while chańts articulated durińg marches 

provide other examples of messages bearińg sigńificańce for both the protesters 

ańd the opposers (the adjective Local ańd the ńouń Option). 

Solidarity provided by displays of affectioń or mercy requires more thań 

utterińg some comfortińg expressiońs or some magic words that suit every 

occasioń. Ońe resorts to coństructive distractiońs, such as humour or other sorts 

of eńtertaińmeńt, ańother just speńds precious time with a frieńd iń ńeed, some 

bear tokeńs of appreciatiońs ańd others voluńtarily sacrifice some forms of 

eńjoymeńt (they fast or shave their heads) as sigńs of solidarizińg with them 

(Masoń 1998). Wheń humańs uńderstańd the sufferińg of others ańd experieńce 

their sorrow, they become uńited ańd improve the flaws of this prejudiced world.  
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TV series 

Murdoch Mysteries. 2008. Created by Harvey Crosslańd.  

-06.09: The Local Optioń; 02.09: Marked Twaiń; 13.09: Colour Blińded. 

 

Abstract 

The article explores lińguistic expressiońs of solidarity iń a Cańadiań televisioń series 

eńtitled Murdoch Mysteries. The episodes choseń—“The Local Optioń,” “Marked Twaiń” 
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ańd “Colour Blińded”—are cońtextualised historically ańd ańalysed lińguistically with 

the purpose of ideńtifyińg the prefereńces for religious lexemes or bluńt words. The 

ańalysis focuses oń the elemeńts that prove the domińańce of ońe geńder or ethńicity 

over ańother by meańs of lińguistic expressiońs of power ańd discrimińatioń. The 

applicative part attempts to ińvestigate two directiońs: to demoństrate that ińdividuals 

belońgińg to differeńt cultural, religious ańd social backgrouńds resort to verbal 

expressiońs of solidarity iń uńexpected situatiońs ańd show sympathy to those who have 

beeń wrońged; ańd to display ań opeń attitude to cońtroversial issues cońńected with 

private life ańd humań rights.  

 

Artykuł podejmuje temat językowych wyrazo w solidarńos ci w kańadyjskim serialu 

telewizyjńym pt. Murdoch Mysteries. Wybrańe odcińki—„The Local Optioń,” „Marked 

Twaiń” ańd „Colour Blińded”—zostają umieszczońe w końteks cie historyczńym, a 

ńastępńie przeańalizowańe językowo w celu zideńtyfikowańia prefereńcji dla 

stosowańia leksemo w religijńych bądz  wyraz ańia wprost swojego zdańia przez postaci. 

Ańaliza skupia się ńa elemeńtach wykazujących przewagę jedńej płci bądz  toz samos ci 

etńiczńej ńad ińńą za pomocą s rodko w językowych wyraz ających władzę i 

dyskrymińację. W dalszej częs ci artykułu podjęta zostaje pro ba zbadańia dwo ch 

moz liwos ci ińterpretacyjńych: wykazańie, z e postaci pochodzące z ro z ńych grup 

kulturowych, religijńych i społeczńych w ńieoczekiwańych sytuacjach uciekają się do 

wyraz ańia solidarńos ci słowami i do okazywańia wspo łczucia tym, kto rym stała się 

krzywda; a takz e pokazańie otwartego podejs cia do końtrowersyjńych kwestii 

związańych z z yciem prywatńym i prawami człowieka. 
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